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Abstract: In this paper we have proposed the simple and effective approach to activation of the
low reactivity industrial fuel which can be used immediately inside the furnace. The high-power
laser pulses initiates partial gasification of the fuel together with its ultra-fine atomization.
The gas-aerosol cloud surrounding the initial coal-water slurry droplet can consist of approximately
10% (after absorption of hundred pulses) of the initial droplet weight. The ratio of the syngas
and aerosol weights is like 1:2 when pulse intensity is higher than 8 J/cm2 . The size and velocity
distributions of the ultra-fine aerosol particles were analysed using the original realization of the
particle tracking velocimetry technique.
Keywords: fuel activation; waste-derived fuel; coal-water slurry; laser pulse; syngas; aerosol

1. Introduction
An ignition delay time is one of the most important parameters of industrial fuels which
makes direct influence onto the design of the furnaces. Numerous investigations are targeted on
the optimization of the ignition of industrial fuels [1,2]. Decreasing the ignition delay time of the
popular fuels, one can make a step to the smaller heaters or to an essential simplification of the ignition
process [3]. This, in turn, will decrease the price of heaters and, therefore, the final price of the heat.
There are some different approaches for ignition optimization: switching to more appropriate
temperatures by the usage of the furnace pre-heating and/or fuel activation by different ways
(using the finer fuel atomization or introduction of special additions which simplifies an ignition,
etc). All mentioned techniques have own benefits and weak points and can be used together for the
best effect.
However, most of the ignition-related problems become much sharper when used the cheap
waste-derived fuels [4]. Such fuels typically have the very low level of the reactivity at the low
temperatures [5]. This automatically requires higher furnace temperatures for a stable ignition.
However, even in this case, the too long ignition delay time can make them non-appropriate for
most of the existing boilers. There are two real ways for fuel adaptation: decreasing of the fuel particle
size during atomization and addition of any ignition stimulating chemicals. Both of these ways have
limitations (rheological or commercial) for traditional approaches [6,7]. Therefore, the simple method
allowing the fuel activation with minimal changes of the furnace design will be always of interest.
It is clear too, that the most effective way should include complex influence on the fuel. Methods
combining the finer atomization together with pre-heating, intensification of the volatiles release or
fuel gasification are always of interest.
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In this paper we suggest the new approach to the pre-ignition processing of the fuel droplets by
the high-power laser pulses [8–10]. This leads to two main effects combined altogether: from the one
hand, laser pulse initiates an additional fine atomization of the fuel droplet. From the other hand,
it leads to partial gasification [11–13] of the fuel, producing the cloud of combustible gas around
the initially injected fuel droplet. Both these effects transform certain part of the fuel matter into
the highly reactive state (micrometer scale particles and volatiles have much lower ignition delays
times). The numerous investigations about ignition of different fuels [14–16] make a proof that
increasing the volatiles release rate together with increase of the atomization quality always stimulate
an ignition. In principle, the proposed method can work with different types of non-transparent liquid
or solid fuels. An activation occurs due to mechanical and thermal effect of light pulses and, therefore,
it is independent enough of its wavelength.
The proposed approach can be applied immediately inside the furnace and it means that the
fuel activation will occur before ignition. That is the fuel can be stored for a long term in natural
low reactivity state satisfying the fire safety requirements. The light-induced fuel activation does not
require any modification of the chemical content of the fuel as well as expensive modifications of the
fuel injection systems. All what is needed is a small side hole for laser beam input.
2. Materials and Methods
We have prepared the fuel composition with low reactivity whose ignition parameters are more
or less clear at this moment from the previous investigations [1,17]. The waste-derived coal-water
slurry (CWS) was made of the fiter cake of fiery coal (particle size ∼140 µ) [17]. The water content
of the slurry was ∼40 wt %. The coal powder shows strong hydrophilic behaviour. The static contact
angle of water droplet on the surface of the pressed dry filter cake is ∼130◦ (measured by the sessile
droplet method [18,19]). The powder mixed with water form a slurry which looks like a black viscous
substance (density 1.5–1.54 kg/m3 , viscosity 10–15 mPa· s) which can absorb most part of an incident
light of visible range.
The surface structure of the coal particles (in the dry state pores contain up to 30 wt % of bound
volatiles) as well as a lot of flocculants on the particle surface (introduced during the coal enrichment
by floatation) determine the very good adhesion between the solid and liquid components of the
slurry. Thus, there is not essential natural separation of the liquid and solid components before the
fuel atomization. We have analysed the effect of laser pulses using the single fuel droplet fixed by the
special holder under the laser irradiation.
Each laser pulse (λ = 533 nm, pulse duration ∼10 ns, light intensity inside the spot Espot = 12 J/cm2 ,
pulse repetition rate 2.5 Hz) causes the micro-explosions on the surface of slurry droplet (d∼2 mm).
Thus, the solid slurry matter partially ablates [8,9] as well as some of water evaporates after the pulse
came. Additionally, some of the matter fly out of the sample surface in the form of ejected micro
droplets. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.
The CW-laser (power is 300 mW at 533 nm) was used for illumination of the flow of micro
explosion products by the astigmatic beam having ∼ 10◦ angle with the propagation direction
of the pulsed beam. The illuminated particles, flying in the plane of the CW-beam, are observed
by the high-speed video camera Phantom V411 (800 × 600 px. and 10,000 fps) with macro optics.
This realization of the particle tracking velocimetry technique [20,21] allows easy gathering of the
particle size and velocity distributions as well as visualization of the trajectory of gas/aerosol cloud.
The overall spatial resolution of the PTV system was at the level of 7 µm.
The corresponding changes in the sample weight are measured by the analytic balances Vibra
AF 225DRCE. The sample droplet of the slurry was placed on the plate of the balances specially for
monitoring of the gasification efficiency. The chemical composition of the atmosphere inside the
reaction volume was analysed by the gas analyser Boner Test-1 adapted for measurements of the low
concentrations of gases.
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Usually we recorded fifty videos showing interaction of light pulses with a fuel to accumulate the
statistics for size and velocity distributions of the aerosol particles. All measurements (including the
control of weights of atomized matter and syngas chemical content) were repeated three times to avoid
the influence of any random factors on the results. The statistical distributions, typical travel distances
for aerosol cloud, syngas weights and concentrations show the variation of key values for less than 5%.

Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental setup including the nanosecond pulsed laser (PL), CW-laser
(CW), analytic balances platform (AB), high-speed camera (Cam), sample of the fuel (S).

3. Interaction of The Laser Pulse with Slurry Fuel
An interaction of the focused light with matter can occur by two principally different ways.
The continuous wave light absorbed by the sample surface trivially heats the sample gradually
increasing its temperature with time. The high-power laser pulses interact with a matter by another way.
In this work, we sent the 10 ns pulses with 100 mJ energy toward the sample surface (an illuminated
area with radius like 0.5 mm). Each pulse causes the micro explosion on the fuel surface producing the
ejection of micro particles (both water droplets and wet coal). The cloud of these particles propagates
along the pulse path in backward direction with a certain transverse dispersion. The video of this
process is shown in Supplementary Materials.
As one can see there are two types of objects: the sharp fast spots are mentioned ejected
particles and the slow diffuse spots are the clouds of gasified volatiles. The high-power nanosecond
pulse increases the temperature on the surface of coal particle up to 2000–2500 K [22,23]. Of course,
such extreme state has a duration comparable with a pulse duration with further fast cooling. The depth
of an extremal heating is like some micrometers. Therefore, the small part of the matter is ablated
producing the mixture of the water steam and gaseous oxides of solid part of the fuel. The chemical
content of the used filter cake (as well as for most of coals) allows effective production of CO, SO2 ,
different nitrogen oxides and a little of methane. The CO2 usually is absent when coal particles
are wet as it is shown in our previous investigations [11,12]. The massive release of water steam
from the fuel sample simultaneously with carbon ablation leads to decrease of the partial pressure
of oxygen near the place of carbon evaporation. This, in turn, suppresses the production of the CO2 .
However, the contribution of water is much wider. When the temperature on the surface of coal
particle overcomes the certain value (typically it have to be approx. 1000 K or higher) water starts the
partial oxidation of carbon according to reaction: H2 O + C → H2 + CO.
It worth to note, that typical CWS contains less than 50 wt % of water (due to the rheological
requirements [4,15]) and, thus, this reaction goes in our case with an evident deficit of water. It explains
the fact that production of hydrogen is one order magnitude less than production of CO (which has
an additional channel of production due to the carbon oxidation by the oxygen from air).
The Figure 2b–d shows some video frames with propagating gas-aerosol cloud which correspond
to some moments after pulse-fuel interaction. As one can see, the quasi-straightforward propagation
of the cloud occurs during approx. 4–4.5 ms. After this time the center of mass of an ejected matter
cloud almost stops at approximately 1 cm distance from the initial fuel portion. Further evolution
of gas-aerosol cloud is a trivial diffusion in all around direction with slow decrease of volume
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concentration. Of course, this experiment is done in a steady state atmosphere whereas the realistic
case is a fuel droplet flying in hot furnace. However, this simple case demonstrates the processes going
around the fuel droplet under the effect of the laser pulses.

Figure 2. An interaction of the light pulse with an initial fuel droplet (a). The sequence of video frames
showing the propagation of the gas-aerosol cloud (b–d). The green diffuse spot is a gas cloud, small
green spots are ejected particles. The trajectory of the center of mass of cloud is shown by yellow line
with red points (its position at moment ∆t is marked by the white ring).

The repetition rate of laser pulses was low enough to observe the effect of the single pulse.
Typically the cloud was observable during less than 20 ms which is much less than inter-pulse time
gap. However, the long series of pulses lead to an increase of the residual concentration of the finely
atomized fuel around the initial droplet. As result, the cloud decay time increases up to 50 ms after
absorption of 20–25 pulses in a row.
An estimation of the weight of the fuel which is typically atomized by the pulsed laser processing
was done through monitoring of the weight of initial fuel droplet under the laser irradiation.
The difference between initial and current weight of the droplet is an equal to the weight of finely
atomized matter. This includes both the syngas and fuel aerosol. The production of an atomized matter
with absorption of the laser pulses shown in Figure 3a. As one can see, the amount of ejected matter
grows almost linearly with number of absorbed pulses. It achieves approximately 5% of initial fuel
weight after hundred of the pulses when pulse intensity exceeds 8 J/cm2 . An evident gap between the
curves corresponding to 7.9 J/cm2 and higher intensity corresponds to contribution of the gasification.
The Figure 3b shows the changes of the CO production with increase of the laser pulse intensity.
The 8 J/cm2 looks as an evident threshold value when an effective gasification starts. The CO is a main
component of the syngas which appears under the effect of the high-power light flow [11,12].
Therefore, we can estimate that the ratio between the syngas and fuel aerosol is not so far from
1:2. This means that approximately 2 wt % of an initial fuel droplet transforms to the syngas after
absorption of hundred of laser pulses as well as 4 wt % becomes the aerosol particles.
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Figure 3. The dynamics of production of the finely atomized fuel under the effect of the laser pulses
for different intensities (a). The dependence of the CO (main combustible component of the syngas)
production efficiency (b) on the pulse intensity. The background in (b) shows the light intensity ranges
below the threshold of an effective CO production (yellow) and above it (red).

Thus, we can conclude that an accumulation of the finely dispersed fuel (together with produced
syngas) occurs around the initial fuel droplet. Changing the pulse repetition rate, we can variate the
density of the finely atomized fuel. Taking in account the maximal distance of the cloud propagation,
we can say that laser pulse processing effectively transforms each initial fuel droplet to a sphere
(in steady state atmosphere) with 1 cm radius filled by a mixture of syngas, microscopic particles of
coal and air. It is evident, that such objects are much better for a low-temperature ignition than an
initial CWS droplets.
Parameters of the Obtained Aerosol
The dependence of ignition delay time on the droplet size for different types of the waste-derived
coal-water slurry was analysed by Valiullin in [24,25]. It was shown that an ignition delay almost
linearly decreases with fuel droplet size. The typical injection systems for industrial heaters allow fuel
atomization to the average size like 1–5 mm. It corresponds to ignition delay times in range 3–15 s
(at T f urnace ∼950 K) that is much longer than for dry coal powder. Such delays make the CWS almost
useless for heaters whose design is developed for coal dust which has much shorter ignition delays.
The laser pulse makes ultra-fine atomization of the fuel in comparison with effect of usual nozzles
for highly viscose fuels. The particle tracking velocimetry approach [26,27] allows easy analysis of
the dynamic properties of an ejected matter. The size and velocity distributions of the produced
aerosol particles are shown in Figure 4. One can see, that most-probable size of the finely atomized
fuel particles is less than 35 µ. The most part of the produced aerosol particles have a sizes in range
below 100 µ. The maximal sizes observed during the experiments are up to 280 µ. Such particle sizes
are approximately one order of magnitude smaller than typically tested for ignition in numerous
investigation. They potentially allow the ignition delay times in sub-second range for earlier mentioned
furnace temperatures (∼950 K).
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The Figure 4b shows the velocity distribution detected in aerosol flow going from the place of
pulse impact. The most probable velocity is in narrow range above 0.1 m/s. The average velocity is
approx. 1.1 m/s and the maximal one is up to 3 m/s. Thus, the aerosol cloud gets totally stopped the
linear propagation in average after 10 ms.
Therefore, the pulse repetition rate can be increased for up to 100 Hz to speed up the fuel
processing within the general approach developed in this paper. Such a way allows creation a very
dense layer of the volatiles around the initial fuel particles. These volatiles together with ultra-fine
aerosol potentially paves the way to ignition delays fully comparable with those that present for dry
coal dust.
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Figure 4. The size (a) and velocity (b) distribution of the finely atomized particles of the fuel aerosol.

Typically, the heterogeneous ignition of coal starts from the ignition of volatiles which are released
during the coal heating. Our approach allows the fast conversion of 5–7 wt % of the CWS into the
finely atomized form. Most of this are finely dispersed coal particles whose ignition delay time will
be comparable with such parameter of volatiles. Increasing the repetition rate of the laser pulses
we can increase the aerosol concentration for up to the order of magnitude using the commercially
available laser modules. Additionally, the laser processing of the fuel inside the industrial systems can
be realized as a propagation of the fuel particles through the sequence of parallel beams like in Figure 5.
Such sequence can be cheap enough realized using the fiber-optics beam-splitters with one high-power
laser module. Such a way gives a multiplication of the fuel atomization effect proportionally to the
number of laser beams. Of course, different design of the laser processing stage can be successfully
realized for different purposes. An application of the light pulses for an in-furnace fuel processing
looks a convenient way for optimization of ignition and combustion of the low-reactivity fuels.
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Figure 5. The sequential application of the laser processing for a flow of fuel aerosol from a usual
injection nozzle.

4. Conclusions
We have proposed the simple technique that allows an effective increase of the amount of highly
flammable fraction in the injected fuel flow inside a furnace. The high-power laser pulses interacting
with injected CWS droplets with sizes that typically present in furnaces after injection nozzles allows
formation of the ultra-fine fuel aerosol around initial droplets. Partial gasification of the coal by the
light pulse makes an additional syngas shell which is fully similar to an addition of combustible
volatiles. Typically, up to 5% of the droplet weight can be transformed to finely atomized state by
nanosecond pulses with intensity like 8 J/cm2 or higher.
Introduction of the aerosol and syngas clouds inside the furnace volume potentially allows
essential acceleration of the fuel ignition. Physically it can work with different types of the solid or
liquid fuels which optical density allows an effective absorption of the laser light.
The proposed approach can serve for in-furnace activation of the fuels which in general have the
very low reactivity. Therefore, it can be the very practical way for adaptation of waste-derived fuels
for the existing industrial furnaces.
In future we plan the detailed investigation of the physical basics of the observed processes.
An influence of different factors like the fuel humidity onto the atomization properties as well as on
syngas/aerosol ratio will be investigated.
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